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Abstract

We distinguish between two ways a mechanism can fail to be strate-
gyproof. A mechanism may have manipulations that persist with market
size (�rst-order manipulations); and, a mechanism may have manipula-
tions that vanish with market size (second-order manipulations). We say
that a non-strategyproof mechanism is strategyproof for �price takers�
(SP(p)) if all of its manipulations vanish with market size. We put �price
takers� in quotes because our notion is not limited to mechanisms that
explicitly use prices. Our main result is that, given a mechanism with
Bayes-Nash or complete information Nash equilibria, there exists a prior
free mechanism that is SP(p) and that coincides exactly with the original
mechanism in the limit. It coincides approximately in large �nite mar-
kets, with exponential rate of convergence. Thus, while strategyproofness
often severely limits what kinds of mechanisms are possible, for our class
of problems SP (p) does not, and hence may be a useful second-best. We
illustrate our concepts with examples from single-unit assignment, multi-
unit assignment, matching and auctions.

Working Draft. Preliminary and Incomplete.

1 Introduction

Strategyproofness � i.e., that playing the game truthfully is a dominant strat-
egy � is perhaps the predominant notion of incentive compatibility in practical
market design. There are at least four important reasons why strategyproofness
is so heavily emphasized relative to other forms of incentive compatibility, such
as Bayes-Nash. First, strategyproof mechanisms are detail free for the designer,
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in the sense of Wilson (1987); the designer need not know anything about par-
ticipants' preferences or beliefs (cf. Bergemann and Morris, 2005). Second, and
relatedly, strategyproof mechanisms are strategically simple for participants;
participants need not form beliefs about others' preferences or play (Fudenberg
and Tirole, 1991; Roth, 2008). Third, with this simplicity comes a measure
of fairness; agents' outcomes do not depend on their ability to �game the sys-
tem� (Friedman, 1991; Pathak and Sonmez, 2008; Abdulkadiroglu et al, 2006).
Fourth, Bayesian approaches simply have not yet proved tractable for a number
of important market design problems.

However, in a wide variety of economic contexts, impossibility theorems
indicate that strategyproofness severely limits what kinds of mechanisms are
possible. These range from Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite's (1975) dictator-
ship theorem for general social choice problems, to Hurwicz's (1972) impossibil-
ity theorem for general equilibrium settings, to the Green-La�ont (1977) VCG
theorem for allocation settings with quasi-linear preferences, to Roth's (1982)
impossibility theorem for strategyproof stable matching, to Papai's (2001) dicta-
torship theorem for multi-unit demand assignment problems, to Abdulkadiroglu,
Pathak and Roth's (2009) impossibility theorem for strategyproof and e�cient
school assignment.

This creates a conundrum for market designers: strategyproofness is the
only form of incentive compatibility that the literature �nds fully satisfying, yet
often there are no good strategyproof mechanisms.

This paper proposes a way out of this conundrum, appropriate for markets
that are �large�. In most of economics, researchers instinctively understand that
markets with a handful of participants should be studied using di�erent tools
than markets with thousands or millions of participants. Yet the distinction
between strategyproof and non-strategyproof mechanisms ignores market size.
Consider the decision of whether to order chicken or �sh at a restaurant that
you frequent. Suppose you prefer chicken. Suppose further that it is possible
that ordering the chicken today will set o� a chain reaction of events in the
global chicken market, ultimately causing an increase in the restaurant's price
of chicken tomorrow. This kind of possibility is in principle enough to make the
decision between chicken and �sh �not strategyproof.� We wager that no market
designer would criticize standard restaurant ordering procedures on incentive
grounds;1 yet, limiting attention to strategyproof mechanisms amounts to just
that.

Now consider a di�erent kind of restaurant. Again, chicken and �sh are two
of the choices, but now the ordering process is a bit di�erent. Speci�cally, you
overhear the following exchange:

Customer: I'll have the Chicken.

Waiter: I'm sorry sir, but we are out of Chicken.

Customer: In that case I'll have the Fish.
1Further, we have yet to see the following proposal: package the chicken entree with a

derivatives contract tied to global chicken prices, so that ordering is truly strategyproof.
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Waiter: Sorry, we only consider your �rst choice of entree. Since
Fish wasn't your �rst choice, we won't serve you that either.

This restaurant, too, is �not strategyproof�; and in this instance, we imagine that
most researchers would indeed �nd cause to complain about this restaurant's
ordering protocol.

We propose a conceptual distinction between two kinds of non-strategyproofness:
(i) a mechanism may have pro�table manipulations that persist with market size
(��rst-order manipulations�); and (ii) a mechanism may have pro�table manipu-
lations that vanish with market size (�second-order manipulations�). The restau-
rant with the strange ordering procedure is �rst-order manipulable: customers
will frequently want to misreport their preferences at a restaurant with those
rules, independently of the number of and behavior of patrons of that restaurant
(which may be small given those rules!) or of the number of and behavior of
agents participating in the global chicken market. The normal restaurant is not
�rst-order manipulable; if we ignore any individual customer's ability to a�ect
the global price of chicken tomorrow, then today's decision between chicken and
�sh is exactly strategyproof. However, it is second-order manipulable, because
of the vanishingly likely possibility that an individual customer a�ects global
prices.

If a mechanism has second-order but not �rst-order manipulations it is not
strategyproof, but it is what we will call strategyproof for �price takers�, or
SP (p). We put �price takers� in quotations because our notion is not limited to
mechanisms that explicitly use prices; indeed, there are many examples of non-
price-based mechanisms that are strategyproof for the kinds of agents economists
think of as �price takers�, and many examples of price-based mechanisms that
are not. We argue that, when strategyproof alternatives are unattractive, SP (p)
may be a useful second-best incentives criterion; that is, at the very least, market
designers should seek to avoid �rst-order manipulations.

Our �rst main result is that, in an important class of games that includes
many widely studied market-design problems, �rst-order manipulations can be
avoided �for free� in the large market limit. More speci�cally, we show the fol-
lowing. Suppose there is some mechanism that is both �rst- and second-order
manipulable, and that has Bayes-Nash or complete information Nash equilibria
that implement some outcomes as a function of agents' preferences. We show
by construction that there exists another mechanism that is SP (p), and that
implements exactly the same outcomes as the equilibria of the original mech-
anism in the limit. That is, in the limit, we can get the attractive aspects of
strategyproof design � detail-freeness, strategic simplicity, fairness, tractability
� �for free�.

We describe our main result in the context of a speci�c example, the Boston
mechanism for school choice. The Boston mechanism resembles the �rst-order
manipulable restaurant described above. Students report their preferences for
schools, and then as many students as possible are awarded their �rst choice;
only after as many students as possible have been awarded their �rst choice are
second choices considered. In practice, by the time second choices are considered
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most of the good schools have already reached capacity; so the system e�ectively
only cares about your �rst choice, just like the restaurant. Abdulkadiroglu and
Sonmez (2003) and Abdulkadiroglu et al (2006) criticized the Boston mecha-
nism on the grounds that it is not strategyproof. These papers proposed that
the strategyproof Gale-Shapley deferred acceptance algorithm be used instead;
indeed, the Gale-Shapley algorithm was eventually adopted for use in practice
(cf. Roth, 2008).

However, as mentioned above, strategyproofness often has costs relative to
other forms of incentive compatibility. A second generation of papers on the
Boston mechanism argued that the Boston mechanism has a Bayes-Nash equi-
librium that yields greater student welfare than does the dominant strategy
equilibrium of the Gale-Shapley procedure (Abdulkadiroglu, Che and Yasuda,
2011; Miralles, 2008; Featherstone and Niederle, 2009). These papers argued
that the �rst generation papers mentioned in the previous paragraph were too
quick to dismiss the Boston mechanism in favor of strategyproof deferred ac-
ceptance.

Bayes-Nash equilibria have their own costs. These second generation papers
rely on students having common knowledge of the distribution of other students'
preferences; on students being able to coordinate on a speci�c equilibrium; on
students being able to make very precise strategic calculations to determine
whether to �risk asking for the chicken�; etc. Our main result says that all of
this complexity and non-robustness is unnecessary in a large market. Speci�-
cally, in the large market limit, there must exist yet another mechanism that
implements the same outcomes as these desirable Bayes-Nash equilibria of the
Boston mechanism, but with dominant strategy incentives. Put di�erently, our
result says that even though �nite market strategyproofness genuinely limits
the scope of what is possible to implement in this environment, strategyproof-
ness for �price takers� does not: the �rst-order manipulations of the Boston
mechanism can be eliminated for free in the large market limit.

Our second main result is about economies away from the limit, i.e. large
�nite economies. Suppose there exists a mechanism, e.g. the Boston mechanism
described above, that has Bayes-Nash equilibria in �nite economies. Our sec-
ond result says that there exists another mechanism that is detail free for the
designer, has no �rst-order manipulations for the participants (i.e., is SP (p)),
has vanishingly many second-order manipulations, and yields approximately the
same outcomes as the Bayes-Nash equilibrium of the original mechanism. Fur-
ther, we show that both approximations in this new mechanism � the number
of second-order manipulations, and the di�erence in outcomes � vanish expo-
nentially with market size.

We emphasize that there exist mechanisms that do not appear to have any
explicit �prices� but that satisfy our notion of SP (p), and also that there exist
mechanisms that do have explicit prices but that are not SP (p). Examples of
the former include Gale and Shapley's (1962) deferred acceptance algorithm for
two-sided matching, and Bogomolnaia and Moulin's (2001) probabilistic serial
mechanism for assignment problems. Examples of the latter include the pay-as-
bid multi-object auction used until the 1990s by the US Treasury to allocate US
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government debt (cf. Friedman 1991), and the Bidding Points Auction used by
many business schools and law schools to allocate courses to students (cf. Son-
mez and Unver, 2010; Budish, 2010). Friedman (1964, 1991) is of special note.
He not only criticizes the pay-as-bid auction, but suggests that the US govern-
ment switch to the uniform price auction instead. The uniform price auction
also is not strategyproof. However, uniform price auctions, unlike pay-as-bid
auctions, are SP (p); this absence of what we call �rst-order manipulations is
presumably what Friedman has in mind when he says that �you do not have to
be a specialist� to �gure out how to participate in the uniform price auction,
because you can just indicate �the maximum amount you are willing to pay for
di�erent quantities ... if you bid a higher price [than the market clearing price],
you do not lose as you do under the current method.�2

Related Literature [Especially preliminary]
Our paper is related to a large literature that has studied how market size

can ease incentive constraints. An early paper in this tradition is Roberts and
Postlewaite (1976) on the Walrasian mechanism, which can be seen as a response
to Hurwicz's (1972) critique that the Walrasian mechanism is not strategyproof.
Other papers in this tradition include Rustichini, Satterthwaite and Williams
(1994) on double auctions with private values, Pesendorfer and Swinkels (2000),
Cripps and Swinkels (2006) and Perry and Reny (2006) on double auctions with
common-value components, Kojima and Pathak (2009) on deferred acceptance
algorithms, and Kojima and Manea (2009) on the Bogomolnaia-Moulin (2001)
probabilistic serial mechanism. Each of these papers provides a defense of a
speci�c mechanism based on its incentive properties in large markets. Our
paper aims to justify strategyproofness for price takers as a general desideratum
for practical market design. Note that in the context of any of the speci�c
mechanisms named above, our analysis is much less instructive than are previous
analyses tailored to the speci�c mechanism.

Technically, our paper is most closely related to Kalai (2004). Kalai (2004;
Theorem 1) shows that Bayes-Nash equilibria are approximately ex-post Nash
in a class of large anonymous games. In words, if a large number of agents with
private information about their types play some BNE, then ex-post � i.e. after
seeing each agent's chosen action � agents will have vanishingly little incentive
to revise their play. The di�erence between our Theorem 2 and Kalai's The-
orem 1 is that Kalai shows that a given BNE is approximately ex-post Nash,
whereas we use the BNE of a given mechanism to create a new mechanism that
is approximately strategyproof. In our new mechanism players need not have
common knowledge of the prior, or of what equilibrium is being played, nor
need they be strategically sophisticated in any way.

2The debate about whether to favor uniform price or pay-as-bid auctions continues to this
day. In the context of design discussions concerning the US Treasury's Troubled Asset Relief
Program (TARP), Ausubel and Cramton (2008) criticize the strategic complexity of pay-as-bid
auctions as follows: �Bidders hate pay-as-bid auctions, as they look foolish (or unemployed)
after selling at unnecessarily low prices.� See also Ausubel and Cramton (1996) for an analysis
that shows that the uniform-price auction proposed by Friedman is not strategyproof.
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Third, our paper is related to the literature on the role of strategyproof-
ness in practical market design. Wilson (1987) famously argued that practical
market designs should aim to be detail free, and Bergemann and Morris (2005)
formalized the sense in which strategyproof mechanisms are robust in the sense
of Wilson. Several recent papers have argued that strategyproofness can be
viewed as a design objective and not just as a constraint: papers on this theme
include Abdulkadiroglu et al (2006, 2009), Pathak and Sonmez (2008), and Roth
(2008). Our paper contributes to this literature by showing that strategyproof-
ness is approximately attainable in large markets. Also, the distinction we draw
between �rst- and second-order manipulations highlights that many mechanisms
in practice are manipulable in a preventable way.

Last, our paper is conceptually related to Pathak and Sonmez (2011), who
also seek a way to say something more useful about non-strategyproof mecha-
nisms than simply that they are not strategyproof. We view the two papers as
complementary. An advantage of the Pathak-Sonmez (2011) approach is that
it empirically organizes several recent policy changes in the design of school
choice systems. An advantage of our approach is that it yields an explicit de-
sign desideratum, namely that mechanisms be strategyproof for price takers.

Organization of the paper The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the environment and some key assumptions. Section 3
de�nes strategyproof for �price takers� and related concepts. Section 4 goes
through several examples. Section 5 presents the main theoretical results. Sec-
tion 6 concludes.

2 Environment

Mechanisms Many papers ask what kinds of mechanisms are possible given a
single, commonly known probability distribution, and/or a single market size n.
In this paper, we are interested in mechanisms that are well de�ned for a range
of market sizes and that are �detail free� for the designer, in the sense that the
probability distribution over agents' types does not enter into the mechanism
description (cf. Wilson, 1987). For these reasons we de�ne a mechanism as
follows:

De�nition 1. A mechanism is a �nite action space A, a �nite set of possible
(sure) outcomes X0 for the agents, with X = ∆X0 the set of lotteries of over
outcomes, and a sequence of functions

Φn : An → Xn

that maps a vector of n actions ā into a vector of n random allocations
Φn(ā). A particular function in the sequence, for a particular size n, is called
an n-mechanism.
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An outcome might be the consumption bundle an agent receives, a match
partner, a social decision, etc.. Since our interest is in mechanisms that in-
duce truthful reporting, it is important that there be a well-de�ned notion of
�truthful�.

De�nition 2. Associated with each mechanism is a �nite type space Θ, vNM
utility functions uθ : X0 → R+ for each θ ∈ Θ, and an onto function τ : Θ→ A.
For each θ ∈ Θ, action τ(θ) is called θ's truthful play.

Note that our setup implicitly assumes that agents have private values, in
the sense that their preferences depend only on their own type.

To illustrate our terminology, consider the Boston mechanism for school
choice, described above. In that mechanism the action space A is the set of or-
dinal preference rankings over schools. The appropriate type space Θ is the dis-
cretized set of von-Neumann Morgenstern utility functions over schools, which
is a larger space. The truthful play of type θ is simply the ordinal preference
ranking associated with that type's vNM utility function.

The assumption that τ is onto means that each action is the truthful play
of some type. This allows us to speak of an agent �playing θ�; we use this to
mean that the agent plays action τ(θ). Whenever we use a type θ ∈ Θ as an
argument of a mechanism, we mean the associated action τ(θ) ∈ A.

Two key assumptions of our analysis are that mechanisms are anonymous
and equicontinuous. We de�ne these in turn, following the terminology of Kalai
(2004).

De�nition 3. For every vector of actions ā, de�ne the empirical distribution
of ā on the action set A by the vector

empa[ā] =
(the number of coordinates of ā with ai = a)

(the number of coordinates of ā)

A mechanism (Φn)N is anonymous if, for every n, and every ā and ā′ with
emp(ā) = emp(ā′) and ai = a′j, we have Φni (ai, a−i) = Φnj (a′j , a

′
−j).

Assumption 1. Mechanisms are anonymous.

In an anonymous mechanism, two players who take the same action get
the same (lottery over) outcomes. For this reason, anonymity is sometimes
called �equal treatment of equals�, after Aristotle's famous dictum (cf. Moulin
1995, Thomson 2008). Another implication of anonymity is that each player's
outcome depends only on the distribution of others' actions, not on exactly
who played what. This is a natural feature of many large-market settings.
Examples of anonymous mechanisms include the Walrasian mechanism, most
well-known single-object, combinatorial- and double- auction formats, and most
of the mechanisms that have been proposed for single- and multi-unit assignment
problems.3

3We believe that all of the results in this preliminary analysis can be obtained if we relax
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De�nition 4. Mechanism (Φn)n∈N is (Kalai equi)continuous in actions
if, for every ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 s.t.: for every n, for every θ ∈ Θ,
and any action pro�les ā, ā′ with ai = a′i and

∣∣emp[a−i]− emp[a′−i]∣∣ sup < δ,
uθi [Φ

n
i (ā)]− uθi [Φni (ā′)] < ε.

Assumption 2. Mechanisms are continuous in actions.

Equicontinuity in actions requires that if the empirical distribution of others'
actions changes by a small amount, then the payo� to any particular action
changes by a small amount. Note that the amount by which each individual
agent's play a�ects the overall distribution of actions grows small with market
size; speci�cally, the maximum e�ect a single agent can have on this measure
in a market with n participants is 1

n . Below, we will de�ne analogous notions
of continuity with respect to reports and with respect to strategies.

2.1 Standard Equilibrium Concepts

Suppose there are n agents, and consider a measure m on the set of types, i.e.,
m ∈ ∆Θ. Let:

φn(θi|m) = Φni (θi, θ−i) (1)

where θ−i is an n− 1 vector of types distributed iid according to m. The object
φn(θi|m) is a random bundle in X that describes what a generic agent i can
expect to receive from the n-mechanism Φn(·) when he reports θi and the other
n−1 agents report according to m. Recall that we equate reporting type θi ∈ Θ
with playing action τ(θi) ∈ A.

A strategy is a map σ : Θ → ∆Θ, assigning for each type a probability
distribution over reports (which in turn induces a probability distribution over
actions, via τ(·)). Given a probability distribution m ∈ ∆Θ over types and a
strategy σ(·), denote by σ(m) the induced distribution over reports.

De�nition 5. A µ-Bayes-Nash equilibrium (µ-BNE) of n-mechanism Φn

is a strategy σ∗µ(·) such that for all θi, θ̂i ∈ Θ

uθi [φ
n(σ∗µ(θi)|σ∗µ(µ))] ≥ uθi [φn(θ̂i|σ∗µ(µ))]

This is the standard de�nition of Bayes Nash Equilibrium in our notation.
In words, the strategy σ∗µ is a BNE if each agent's expected utility from playing
according to σ∗µ is higher than that from any other action, given that the other
agents' types are distributed according to µ and that they also play according
to σ∗µ. Notice that there is no guarantee that σ∗µ(θ) is the best strategy for an
agent of type θ if the other agents play di�erently, which could occur, e.g., if

anonymity to semi-anonymity (Kalai, 2004). Semi-anonymity accommodates many additional
settings in which there are asymmetries amongst classes of participants, e.g. in certain kinds
of two-sided matching markets (cf. Kojima and Pathak, 2009). Another example with asym-
metries amongst classes of participants is school choice (e.g., Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak and
Roth, 2009), in which agents are treated di�erently depending on whether they have �walk
zone priority�, �sibling priority�, etc.
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the other agents make systematic mistakes, or play a di�erent equilibrium, or
if their types have a di�erent distribution than µ. Put di�erently, even though
mechanisms in our analysis are always detail free for the designer, the agents
themselves will need to know the prior µ in order to play BNEs.4 Another
equilibrium concept with similar issues to worry about is complete information
Nash equilibrium.

De�nition 6. A θ̄-complete information Nash equilibrium (θ̄-NE) of n-

mechanism Φn is a strategy σ∗
θ̄
(·) such that for all θi ∈ θ̄ and θ̂i ∈ Θ:

uθi [Φ
n
i (σ∗θ̄(θi), σ∗θ̄(θ−i))] ≥ uθi [Φni (σ∗θ̄(θ̂i), σ∗θ̄(θ−i))]

The informational requirements for complete information Nash equilibria are
arguably even more severe than for Bayes Nash. Agents must know both the
equilibrium strategy σ∗

θ̄
(·) and the precise realization of the distribution of the

other players' types.
Part of the appeal of strategyproof mechanisms is that these informational

requirements are no longer concerns. Speci�cally:

De�nition 7. An n-mechanism Φn is strategyproof (SP ) if, for all θi, θ̂i ∈ Θ,
and all θ−i ∈ Θn−1:

uθi [Φ
n
i (θi, θ−i)] ≥ uθi [Φni (θ̂i, θ−i)]

De�nitions (5)-(7) provide equilibrium concepts de�ned for a particular mar-
ket size and, in the cases of BNE and NE, a particular distribution of opponent
types. What does it mean for a mechanism to have equilibria for any market
size and any prior?

De�nition 8. The mechanism (Φn)N has Bayes-Nash equilibria if, for any
n and any µ ∈ ∆Θ, Φn has a µ-BNE. The mechanism (Φn)N has complete
information Nash equilibria if, for any n and any θ̄ ∈ Θn, Φn has a θ̄-NE. The
mechanism {Φn}n is strategyproof if, for any n, Φn is strategyproof.

When researchers report that the Boston mechanism has attractive Bayes-
Nash equilibria, or that the Generalized Second Price Auction has attractive
complete information Nash equilibria, or that the Random Serial Dictatorship
is strategyproof, they are using these terms in the more universal sense of De�-
nition 8.

4By the standard revelation principle (cf. Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991; Section 7.2), for any
mechanism with a Bayes-Nash equilibrium in which agents misreport their preferences, there
exists a direct-revelation mechanism in which telling the truth is a Bayes-Nash equilibrium.
This direct-revelation mechanism, however, is no longer detail free for the designer; the map
between types and outcomes will have to vary with the prior. For instance, in the direct-
revelation mechanism version of the �rst-price sealed bid auction, the amount by which the
center will shade each type's bid must vary with the prior in order for truthful reporting to
be a BNE.
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2.2 Continuity of Equilibria

For our main results in Section 5, we will need slightly di�erent continuity as-
sumptions from Kalai (2004). Speci�cally, our Theorems will be for mechanisms
whose equilibria are equicontinuous, in the following sense:

De�nition 9. A family of Bayes-Nash Equilibria σnµ of mechanism (Φn)N is
(equi)continuous in reports if, for every ε > 0, there exists a δ > 0 s.t.: for

every n, µ, θi, θ̂i and any θ−i, θ
′
−i with

∣∣emp[θ−i]− emp[θ′−i]∣∣ sup < δ, we have

uθi [Φ
n
i (σnµ(θ̂i), σnµ(θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σnµ(θ̂i), σnµ(θ′−i))] < ε.

The family is (equi)continuous in strategies if, for every ε > 0, there ex-
ists a δ > 0 s.t.: for every n, θi, θ̂i, θ−i, and any priors µ, µ′ with |µ− µ′| sup <
δ, we have uθi [Φ

n
i (σnµ(θ̂i), σnµ(θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σnµ′(θ̂i), σ

n
µ′(θ−i))] < ε.

In words, if a family of Bayes-Nash Equilibria is continuous in reports, a
small change in the realized distribution of other players' types has just a small
a�ect on a particular player's equilibrium payo�. Continuity in reports is similar
to Kalai's (2004) continuity in actions, but for the direct-revelation mechanism
versions of the Bayes-Nash equilibria of (Φn)N. If the family is continuous in
strategies, then a small change in the strategy all players use in equilibrium
� e.g., due to a small change in the prior � has a small a�ect on a particular
player's equilibrium payo�.

Our Theorems 1 and 2 are for mechanisms that have equilibria satisfying
these conditions, though what we really use is equicontinuity locally around the
actual or conjectured play. Though strong, one possible interpretation of the
conditions is the following: if a mechanism is not equicontinuous in the above
sense, then the analyst's prediction of equilibrium outcomes is highly sensitive
to small changes in information about the environment. This itself is arguably
an undesirable feature of a mechanism.

The analogous de�nitions for complete information Nash equilibria are:

De�nition 10. A family of complete information Nash equilibria σn
θ̄
of mecha-

nism (Φn)N is (equi)continuous in reports if, for every ε > 0, there exists a

δ > 0 s.t.: for every n, θi, θ̂i, and any θ−i, θ
′
−i with

∣∣emp[θ−i]− emp[θ′−i]∣∣ sup <
δ, we have uθi [Φ

n
i (σn

θ̄
(θ̂i), σnθ̄ (θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σn

θ̄
(θ̂i), σnθ̄ (θ′−i))] < ε.

The family is (equi)continuous in strategies if, for every ε > 0, there ex-
ists a δ > 0 s.t.: for every n, θi, θ̂i, and any θ−i, θ

′
−i with

∣∣emp[θ−i]− emp[θ′−i]∣∣ sup <
δ, we have uθi [Φ

n
i (σn

θ̄
(θ̂i), σnθ̄ (θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σn

θ̄′
(θ̂i), σnθ̄′(θ−i))] < ε.

Our Theorems 3 and 4 are for mechanisms that have equilibria satisfying
these conditions.

3 Strategyproofness for �Price Takers�

Suppose that Φn is not strategyproof. This means that there exist θi, θ̂i, θ−i
such that

uθi [Φ
n
i (θ̂i, θ−i)] > uθi [Φ

n
i (θi, θ−i)] (2)
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i.e., an agent of type θi would like to misreport as θ̂i. In this section we
distinguish between two such kinds of manipulations. Some manipulations per-
sist with market size, whereas others vanish with market size. To formalize this
distinction, we �rst need the concept of a limit mechanism.

3.1 Limit Mechanisms

In an anonymous mechanism, each agent's outcome is a function of his own
report and the distribution of all agents' reports. As a market grows larger, each
individual agent's ability to in�uence the aggregate distribution of all reports
grows smaller, with this in�uence converging to zero in the limit. This motivates
our de�nition of a limit mechanism:

De�nition 11. A limit mechanism is a function:

φ∞ : Θ×∆Θ→ X

that indicates an agent's outcome as a function of his report θ ∈ Θ and the
distribution of all agents' reports m ∈ ∆Θ. The limit mechanism φ∞ is the
limit of mechanism Φn if, for all θ, m:

φ∞(θ,m) = lim
n→∞

φn(θ|m)

where φn is as de�ned in (1).

A feature of our method of taking the limit is that each φn in the sequence is
random, in the sense that the types of the agent's n−1 opponents are stochastic
(drawn from distribution m). In the limit this randomness vanishes due to the
law of large numbers, and so φ∞ itself is not random in this way. This is
in contrast with, e.g., Debreu and Scarf's (1963) replicator economy, or with
the approach pioneered by Aumann (1964) that looks directly at a continuum
economy. This randomness seems intuitively appealing in the context of the
study of large anonymous mechanisms.

Assumption 3. Mechanisms have limits.

Most (if not all) practical market design mechanisms we are aware of have
limits, but we note that it is very easy to construct examples of mechanisms
that do not. For instance, if a mechanism acts di�erently depending on whether
n is even or odd it will not have a limit.

3.2 A Distinction Between Two Kinds of Non-Strategyproofness

We propose the following distinction between kinds of manipulations.

De�nition 12. Suppose, as in (2), that uθi [Φ
n
i (θ̂i, θ−i)] > uθi [Φ

n
i (θi, θ−i)] for

suitable n, θi, θ̂i, and θ−i, and let m = emp[θi, θ−i]. This manipulation is said
to persist with market size if:

φ∞(θ̂i,m) > φ∞(θi,m) (3)
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If inequality (3) does not obtain, then we say that the manipulation vanishes
with market size.

We sometimes refer to manipulations that persist with market size as ��rst-
order manipulations� and to manipulations that vanish with market size as
�second-order manipulations�. The desiderata that we propose as a second-
best alternative to strategyproofness is that mechanisms not have �rst-order
manipulations:

De�nition 13. Mechanism (Φn)N is strategyproof for �price takers�, or

SP(p), if, for all θi, θ̂i,m:

φ∞(θi,m) ≥ φ∞(θ̂i,m).

Equivalently, a mechanism is SP (p) if all �nite-economy manipulations van-
ish with market size. If a mechanism has manipulations that persist with market
size then it is manipulable by �price takers�, or Manip(p).

We use the terminology �price takers� because the agents in our limit econ-
omy are like the price-taking agents familiar in other areas of economics. Fur-
ther, the most familiar examples of mechanisms that are SP (p) are those that
use prices � e.g., the Walrasian mechanism or double auctions. However, there
are many mechanisms that do not explicitly use prices that are nevertheless
SP (p). There also are numerous mechanisms that do explicitly use prices that
nevertheless are manipulable even for price takers. In the following section we
describe a class of mechanisms for which checking whether the mechanism is
SP (p) or Manip(p) is especially simple.

3.3 Mechanisms with p-Based Representations

In general a mechanism is a sequence of functions that maps a vector of actions
to a vector of outcomes. A number of the mechanisms we are interested in have
a more compact representation:

De�nition 14. Mechanism (Φn)N has a p-based representation if there ex-
ists a compact set P , an onto p-function p : ∆Θ→ P , and an outcome function
x : Θ× P → X such that, for all n and all θ̄ ∈ Θn:(

x(θ1, p(emp[θ̄])), . . . , x(θn, p(emp[θ̄]))
)

= Φn(θ̄).

In words, when a mechanism has a p-based representation, each agent's
outcome is a function of his own report and a set of statistics, p. The statistics
themselves are a function of the distribution of all reports. The statistics could
be a set of prices, as in a Walrasian setting. Or, in algorithms such as the Boston
Mechanism for school choice or the HBS Draft mechanism for course allocation,
the statistics are algorithm �sell-out times� (cf. Budish and Cantillon, 2011).

For this class of mechanisms, our concept of strategyproof for price takers
takes an especially simple form:
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Remark 1 (Checking SP(p)). A mechanism with a p-based representation is

SP (p) i�, for all θ, θ̂ ∈ Θ and all p ∈ P , uθ[x(θ, p)] ≥ uθ[x(θ̂, p)].

Proof. By the assumption that mechanisms are equicontinuous in actions and
have limits, x(θ, p(m)) is continuous inm and, for all θ,m, we have: x(θ, p(m)) =
φ∞(θ,m).

[If] If uθ[x(θ, p)] ≥ uθ[x(θ̂, p)] for all θ, θ̂, p, then for any m ∈ ∆Θ, we have
φ∞(θ,m) = x(θ, p(m)) ≥uθ x(θ̂, p(m)) = φ∞(θ̂,m), hence by De�nition 13 the
mechanism is SP (p).

[Only If] Suppose uθ[x(θ, p)] < uθ[x(θ̂, p)]. Since p(·) is onto there exists m
such that p(m) = p. Hence φ∞(θ,m) = x(θ, p(m)) <uθ x(θ̂, p(m)) = φ∞(θ̂,m),
hence by De�nition 13 the mechanism is Manip(p).

That is, to check whether a mechanism is SP (p), we just need to study the
outcome function. If, for any �xed prices p, reporting truthfully selects each
type of agent's most preferred outcome, then the mechanism is SP (p). If not,
it is not. We call this set of potential outcomes the agent's opportunity set:

De�nition 15. In a mechanism with a p-based representation, the opportunity
set at p is the set {x(θ′, p)}θ′∈Θ.

The opportunity set allows us to ask what outcomes an agent could achieve
by varying his report, if somehow the aggregate distribution of reports were held
�xed. The �nite economy manipulations of SP (p) mechanisms involve agents'
misreporting so as to advantageously change their opportunity set:

Remark 2 (Nature of Manipulations). If a mechanism has a p-based represen-
tation and is SP (p), then any manipulations in �nite markets take the following

form: there exists θi, θ̂i, θ−i, with p = p(emp[θi, θ−i]) and p̂ = p(emp[θ̂i, θ−i]),
such that

uθi [x(θ̂i, p̂)] ≥ uθi [x(θi, p)].

But from Remark 1 we also have that

uθi [x(θi, p̂)] ≥ uθi [x(θ̂i, p̂)].

Putting these two inequalities together we have the following interpretation: by
misreporting as θ̂i instead of θi, the agent changes the mechanism's statistics
(�prices�) from p to p̂, and this change in statistics is su�ciently advantageous
for the agent that it more than compensates for the fact that, at these new
statistics p̂, the agent is allocated a bundle based on false preferences θ̂i and not
his true preferences θi. If he could obtain x(θi, p̂) he would be better o� still.

Our last observation on mechanisms with p-based representation relates to
fairness, one of the advantages the literature has attributed to strategyproof
mechanisms over other forms of implementation. Perhaps the most widely used
notion of fairness in the economics literature on distributive justice is Foley's
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(1967) envy freeness: an allocation is envy free if each agent weakly prefers his
own allocation to any other agent's allocation. We have the following simple
observation:

Remark 3 (SP(p) and Envy Freeness). If a mechanism has a p-based repre-
sentation and is SP (p), then it is envy free for truthful players. That is, for all
types θi and θj and any realization of the statistics p, we have:

uθi [x(θi, p)] ≥ uθi [x(θj , p)]

An agent who misreports, even if this misreporting is pro�table, is not guar-
anteed an envy free allocation. That is because it is possible, in the terminology
of Remark 2, to have

uθi [x(θi, p̂)] > uθi [x(θ̂i, p̂)] > uθi [x(θi, p)]

in which case type θi pro�ts from misreporting as type θ̂i, but will envy any
other agent who reports θi.

In practice, Remark 3 enables a market administrator to advise participants
that �Only reporting truthfully guarantees that you will prefer your allocation
to any other agents' allocation.� This is not as powerful a piece of strategic
advice as that enabled by a strategyproof mechanism, but it may nevertheless
be useful in practice. In particular, if a mechanism has a p-based representation
and is SP (p), then truthful reporting may be a �safe� strategy in the informal
sense of Roth (2008). See further discussion on this point in the conclusion.

4 Examples

In this section we illustrate the concepts of Section 3 with a series of examples.
Our �rst example is uniform-price and pay-as-bid auctions, two mechanisms
best known for their use in the allocation of government securities. The former
is an example of a price-based mechanism that is SP (p), the latter an example
of a price-based mechanism that is Manip(p).

Example 1 (Multi-Unit Auctions). There are qn units of a homogeneous good,
with q ∈ Z+.

To simplify notation, we assume that agents' preferences take the form of
linear utility functions, up to a capacity limit. Speci�cally, each agent i's type
consists of a per-unit value vi and a maximum capacity qi, with V = {1, . . . , v̄}
the set of possible values, Q = {1, . . . , q̄} the set of possible capacity limits, and
Θ = V × Q. The set of possible actions is just A = Θ, with τ the identify
function.

For both Uniform-Price and Pay-as-Bid auctions, price is calculated as a
function of the reports θ̄ as follows:

p∗(θ̄) = max
p

n∑
i=1

qi · 1{vi ≥ p} ≥ qn
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i.e., p∗ is the highest price at which demand weakly exceeds supply. Allo-
cations of the good are equivalent across the two mechanisms: an agent who
reports (vi, qi) is allocated qi units if vi > p∗, is allocated 0 units if vi < p∗, and
is rationed if vi = p∗. In the limit, if the measure of agents' reports is dθ, then
price can be calculated as5

p∗ = max
p

ˆ
qi · 1{vi ≥ p} dθ ≥ q

Notice that in the limit mechanism each agent regards price as exogenous
to her own report, because they cannot a�ect dθ. It is easy to see that the
Uniform-Price Auction is SP (p) whereas the Pay-as-Bid auction is Manip(p).
In particular, in the Pay-as-Bid auction an agent of type (vi, qi) with vi > p∗+1
wishes to misreport as (v̂i = p∗+1, q̂i = qi) to get the same quantity at a strictly
lower price than if he reports truthfully.

This example is consistent with Milton Friedman's (1991) observation that
�you do not have to be a specialist� to participate in the uniform price auction,
because you can just indicate �the maximum amount you are willing to pay for
di�erent quantitites ... if you bid a higher price [than the market clearing price],
you do not lose as you do under the current [pay-as-bid] method.� Friedman
seems to be talking about the absence of what we call �rst-order manipula-
tions, and seems to be less concerned by the second-order manipulability of the
uniform-price auction.

Our next example is the Boston mechanism for school choice, a mechanism
that does not explicitly have prices in the description (though it does have a
p-based representation, as we will see below). As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, this mechanism was criticized by Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez (2003) and
Abdulkadiroglu et al (2006) for not being strategyproof. We show something
stronger, which is that it is not even SP (p).

Example 2 (Boston Mechanism). Let X0 be the set of schools, each with ca-

pacity q =
⌈

n
|X0|

⌉
.

Agents' types take the form of von-Neumann Morgenstern utility functions
over the set of schools, i.e., functions of the form uθ : X0 → {0, 1, . . . , ū} for
large integer ū. The set of actions A is the set of ordinal preferences over X0,
with τ(θ) denoting the true ordinal preferences of type θ.

The Boston mechanism awards as many students as possible their reported
�rst choice school; then, awards as many students as possible their reported
second choice school; etc. To keep the description concise we focus just on the
�rst choices. Let d1

j denote the number of students who report that school j ∈ X0

is their �rst choice: these students receive school j with probability min(1, q
d1j

).

Let pj = min(1, q
d1j

).

5The notation 1{statement} denotes the indicator function which returns 1 if the statement
is true and 0 if the statement is false.
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In the limit, if the measure of agents' reports is dθ̂, then the probability that
a student who ranks j �rst gets it can be calculated as

p∗j = min(1,
1

|X0|
´

1{j is first choice}dθ̂
)

Notice that in the limit mechanism each agent regards the p∗j 's as exogenous
to their own report. Agent θ will wish to misreport her �rst choice school if
there exists j′ 6= j such that uθ(j)p∗j < uθ(j′)p∗j′ . Therefore the mechanism is
Manip(p).

Our next example contrasts two mechanisms for the course-allocation prob-
lem that are based on artic�cial currency markets. The widely-used Bidding
Points Auction, studied by Sonmez and Unver (2010) is based on the strate-
gyproof Vickrey auction. However, because it uses fake money and not real
money it is not strategyproof; in fact we show that it is Manip(p). A new
mechanism introduced by Budish (2010) is based on the general equilibrium
theory idea of Competitive Equilibrium from Equal Incomes (CEEI). It too is
not strategyproof, but it is SP (p).

Example 3 (Course Allocation). Let C be the set of courses, and X0 the pow-
erset of C (for convenience we ignore scheduling constraints). Each course has
capacity q = dκne, with κ ∈ [0, 1]. Students have additive-separable prefer-
ences over courses, normalized so that their utility from consuming one seat in
each course is b ∈ Z+. Speci�cally, student i's type is described by a vector
vi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , b}|C| where component vij indicates i's utility from course j, and∑
j vij = b. Her utility from schedule x ∈ X0 is

∑
j vij1{c ∈ x}. The set of

possible actions is equal to the set of types.
In both the Bidding Points Auction and CEEI, the constant b will play the

role of students' �budgets� of an arti�cial currency with no outside use. Suppose
the agents submit type pro�le v. In the Bidding Points Auction (cf. Sonmez
and Unver, 2010), prices are calculated as in a real-money multi-unit Vickrey
auction, as follows:

p∗j = max
p

n∑
i=1

1[vij ≥ p] ≥ q + 1 (4)

Then, the q highest bidders for j are awarded a seat in the course. In the
limit, the formula becomes

p∗j = max
p

ˆ
1[vij ≥ p] dv ≥ κ

It is easy to see that, despite the resemblance to the strategyproof Vickrey
auction, the BPA is Manip(p). The reason is that agent i's most preferred
a�ordable bundle at price vector p∗ is

x∗i = arg max
x∈{0,1}|C|

(∑
vijxij :

∑
p∗jxij ≤ b

)
(5)
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but the BPA instead awards agent i the bundle

xBPAi = arg max
x∈{0,1}|C|

(∑
vijxij −

∑
p∗jxij

)
. (6)

Whenever x∗i 6= xBPAi , agent i pro�ts from misreporting. The CEEI-based
mechanism proposed by Budish (2010) calculates prices in such a way that it
is then able to award agents bundles according to (5). This ensures that the
mechanism is SP (p).

There are numerous other examples. For single-unit assignment problems
such as in Example 2, Hylland and Zeckhauser's (1979) pseudomarket mech-
anism is an example of a price-based mechanism that is SP (p), while Bogo-
molnaia and Moulin's (2001) probabilistic serial mechanism is an example of
a mechanism that does not explicitly use prices in the original description but
that is SP (p) (cf. Kojima and Manea, 2009). For multi-unit assignment prob-
lems such as in Example 3, Harvard Business School's draft mechanism is an
example of a non-price mechanism that is Manip(p) (cf. Budish and Cantillon,
2011), whereas the generalization of Hylland and Zeckhauser's mechanism to
multi-unit demand is SP (p) (Budish, Che, Kojima and Milgrom, 2011).

The concepts can also be applied to two-sided matching mechanisms, if we
generalize the class of mechanisms considered to be the class of semi-anonymous
mechanisms (Kalai, 2004), and not just anonymous mechanisms. Then, tech-
niques in Kojima and Pathak (2009) or Azevedo and Leshno (2011) can be
used to show that Gale and Shapley's deferred acceptance algorithm is SP (p)
in semi-anonymous environments. It is also easy to see that the priority-match
algorithm, criticized by Roth (2002) and others, is Manip(p).

The following table summarizes this informal discussion.

Table 1. Which Non-SP Market Designs are SP(p)?

Problem Manipulable for Price Takers Strategyproof for Price Takers

Single-unit Assignment Boston Mechanism Prob Serial, HZ Pseudomarket
Multi-unit Assignment Bidding Points Auction Approximate CEEI

HBS Draft Mechanism Generalized HZ Pseudomarket
Multi-unit Auctions Pay-as-Bid Auctions Uniform-Price Auctions
Two-Sided Matching Priority-Match Algorithm Deferred Acceptance Algorithm

5 Main Results

Our main result is that, in our class of mechanisms, strategyproofness is in a cer-
tain sense �free� in the limit and �approximately free� in large �nite economies,
relative to Bayes-Nash incentive compatibility and complete information Nash
equilibrium. Thus, whereas strategyproofness often severely limits what kinds
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of mechanisms are possible, there is an important sense in which SP (p) does
not.

We give the results for Bayes-Nash incentive compatibility in Sections 5.1-
5.2, and then give the analogous results for complete information Nash equilib-
rium in Section 5.3.

5.1 Limit Result for Bayes-Nash Equilibria

Our limit result is the following:

Theorem 1 (Limit Result for BNE). Consider a mechanism (Φn)N with Bayes-
Nash equilibria σnµ continuous in reports and strategies, and with limn→∞ σnµ =
σ∞µ . There exists another mechanism (Fn)N that is strategyproof for price takers
and gives agents the same utilities as the original mechanism (Φn)n∈N in the
limit. That is, for any type θ ∈ Θ and any prior µ ∈ ∆Θ, uθ[f∞(θ|µ)] =
uθ[φ∞(σ∞µ (θ)|σ∞µ (µ))].

Proof. We construct the mechanism (Fn)N as follows. Suppose in a market of
size n agents report θ̄. Let m = emp[θ̄] denote the empirical distribution of θ̄
in ∆Θ. Let:

Fn(θ̄) = Φn(σnm(θ̄)) (7)

In words, Fn plays action σnm(θi) for agent i who reports θi, where m is not
the true distribution of agents' types µ (which is not known to the mechanism)
but rather the empirical distribution of agents' reports. (In the Bayes-Nash
equilibria of Φn agent θi plays σnµ(θi)).

As in (1) above, the object fn(θi|m) denotes an agents' outcome under
Fn when he reports θi and the n − 1 other agents' reports are distributed iid
according to some m ∈ ∆Θ.

Lemma 1. For each m ∈ ∆Θ and each θi, θ̂i ∈ Θ,

lim
n→∞

[uθi [f
n(θ̂i|m)]− uθi [φn(σnm(θ̂i)|σnm(m))]] = 0

Proof of Lemma. By the construction of (Fn)n∈N we have

fn(θ̂i|m) = Φn1 (σnm̂(θ̂i), σnm̂(θ−i)),

where θ−i is an n − 1 vector of types drawn iid according to m, and then
m̂ = emp[θ̂i, θ−i]. Recall that

φn(σnm(θ̂i)|σnm(m)) = Φn1 (σnm(θ̂i), σnm(θ−i)).

Hence, we need to show that

uθi [Φ
n
1 (σnm̂(θ̂i), σnm̂(θ−i))]− uθi [Φn1 (σnm(θ̂i), σnm(θ−i))] (8)

gets small as n gets large. Without loss of generality, normalize utility
functions such that the range of each uθ is [0, 1]. Let Bnδ = {θ−i ∈ Θn−1 :
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∣∣∣emp[θ̂i, θ−i]−m∣∣∣
sup

< δ} denote the set of realizations of θ−i such that the

realized empirical distribution is close to the distribution, m, from which each
of the n − 1 elements of θ−i are drawn iid. Fix ε > 0. By equicontinuity in
strategies, we can choose δ > 0 such that, if the realization of θ−i is in Bnδ , then
the realized value of (8) is less than ε

2 . By the law of large numbers, we have
that the probability that θ−i is in Bnδ converges to 1 as n → ∞; in particular
we can take n0 large enough such that, for all n ≥ n0, the probability that the
realization of θ−i is in Bnδ is at least 1− ε

2 . In the other ε
2 of cases, the realization

of (8) is at most 1, because of our utility normalization. Hence

uθi [Φ
n
1 (σnm̂(θ̂i), σnm̂(θ−i))]− uθi [Φn1 (σnm(θ̂i), σnm(θ−i))] ≤ (1− ε

2
)
ε

2
+
ε

2
≤ ε

which completes the proof of the lemma.

Given the Lemma on the limit of our mechanism (Fn)N, the next step is
to show that in this limit it is a dominant strategy for each type to report
truthfully. This requires that for any type θi, any alternate report θ̂i, and any
distribution m, we have that:

uθi [f
∞(θi,m)] ≥ uθi [f∞(θ̂i,m)]

which given the Lemma is equivalent to:

uθi [φ
∞(σ∞m (θi),m)] ≥ uθi [φ∞(σ∞m (θ̂i),m)] (9)

which obtains because σ∞m is the limit of the sequence of Bayes-Nash equi-
librium strategies (σnm)N. That is, if agents' report according to m, and so σ∞m
is the limit Bayes-Nash equilibrium that is �activated� by our new mechanism
(Fn)N, then each type θi wants to report his own type truthfully, so that the
mechanism plays the correct BNE response on his behalf. Since this obtains for
any m ∈ ∆Θ, we have dominant strategy incentives in the limit, as required.

The remaining step is to show that truthful play of our new mechanism
coincides with Bayes-Nash equilibrium play of the original mechanism in the
limit. This follows from the Lemma, setting m equal to the true prior, µ.

The key idea in the proof is (7), which indicates how to construct the SP (p)
mechanism (Fn)N given the Bayes-Nash mechanism (Φn)N. In words, the em-
pirical distribution of agents' reports, m ∈ ∆Θ, �activates� the Bayes-Nash
equilibrium strategy σm(·). An agent who reports type θ thus plays what her
Bayes-Nash equilibrium action would have been if the true prior were m, not
µ. By construction, the distribution of opponents' actions will be very close
to what it would have been were the true prior m, and then everyone played
according to σm(·). Thus, even if m is very di�erent from the true prior µ, our
agent remains happy to have told the truth � it does not matter that the true
prior is µ, because the other plays are behaving �as if� the true prior is m.
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This �trick� is the reason why our mechanism in (7) provides dominant-
strategy incentives as opposed to just Bayes-Nash incentives. Furthermore, this
trick allows the mechanism to be prior free for the participants; they need not
actually know the true µ to play the mechanism, they just need report their
true type.

Our mechanism (Fn)N is importantly di�erent from a traditional Bayes-Nash
direct revelation mechanism (cf. Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991; Section 7.2). In
a traditional Bayes-Nash DRM, the mechanism needs to know the prior µ. It
then announces a BNE strategy σµ(·)



approximate strategyproofness and with respect to matching the outcome of the
original Bayesian mechanism from which our mechanism is derived.

Theorem 2 (Large Finite Markets Result for BNE). Consider a mechanism
(Φn)N with Bayes-Nash equilibria σnµ continuous in reports and strategies. There
exists another mechanism (Fn)N with the following property: For any ε > 0,
there exist constants α > 0 (= α((Φn)N, ε)) and 0 < β < 1 (= β((Φn)N, ε)),
such that the mechanism (Fn)N:

1. is (ε, αβn)-strategyproof in markets of size n

2. has outcomes under truthful play that (ε, αβn) approximate the Bayes-
Nash equilibrium outcomes under the original mechanism. Speci�cally,
for all θi, and for θ−i drawn iid according to the true prior µ, we have
Pr[uθi [F

n
i (θi, θ−i)]− uθi [Φni (σnµ(θi), σnµ(θ−i))] > ε] < αβn.

The proof of Theorem 2 is contained in Appendix A. The �rst step of the
proof shows that, for any belief about the distribution of opponents' reports m,
truth telling under our mechanism approximately maximizes expected utility.
The reason this is true for the true belief, µ, is the continuity in strategies
assumption: if players report truthfully, the empirical distribution µ̂ will be
�close� to the true distribution µ, and hence σµ̂(·) will be close in terms of
outcomes to σµ(·). The reason this then can be extended to any belief m 6=
µ is continuity combined with the method of mechanism construction: if the
expectation is m, then the realization m̂ will be close to m, and hence the
�activated� strategy σm̂(·) will be close to the expected strategy σm(·).

The second step of the proof then uses the expected utility analysis and law
of large numbers techniques due to Kalai (2004) to show that truth telling also
approximately maximizes realized utility, with high probability.

Remark 4 (Small Cost of Optimizing). Suppose that there is a cost c > 0
associated with calculating an optimal strategy, that truthful reporting is costless,
and (wlog) that the range of each uθ is [0, 1]. Then Theorem 2 implies that in
a large enough �nite market, for any conjecture m ∈ ∆Θ about how the other
agents will play, reporting truthfully and hence avoiding the cost c is expected
utility maximizing in our mechanism. Simply set ε = c

2 and then choose n large
enough that αβn ≤ c

2 .

5.3 Results for Complete Information Nash Equilibria

[Especially preliminary]
In this section we provide results analogous to Theorems 1 and 2 but for

complete information Nash equilibria, instead of Bayes-Nash equilibria. It is
important to keep in mind that assuming that a mechanism has complete infor-
mation Nash equilibria is very di�erent from assuming that participants actually
have complete information.

Theorem 3 (Limit Result for NE). Consider a mechanism (Φn)N with complete
information Nash equilibria σn

θ̄
continuous in reports and strategies. There exists
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another mechanism (Fn)N that is strategyproof for price takers and gives agents
the same utilities as the original mechanism (Φn)n∈N in the limit.

Theorem 4 (Large Finite Markets Result for NE). Consider a mechanism
(Φn)N with complete information Nash equilibria σn

θ̄
continuous in reports and

strategies. There exists another mechanism (Fn)N with the following property:
For any ε > 0, there exist constants α > 0 (= α((Φn)N, ε)) and 0 < β < 1
(= β((Φn)N, ε)), such that the mechanism (Fn)N:

1. is (ε, αβn)-strategyproof in markets of size n

2. has outcomes under truthful play that exactly coincide with the complete
information Nash equilibrium outcomes under the original mechanism.

The mechanism we use to prove these results is especially simple:

Fn(θ̄) = Φn(σnθ̄ (θ̄)) (10)

In words, the mechanism computes a complete-information Nash equilibrium
of the game induced by the players' reports, and then executes these actions
on behalf of each player. Note, somewhat subtly, that it is not actually a
Nash equilibrium for each player to report their preferences truthfully to this
mechanism in �nite markets. The reason is that, by changing one's report from
say θi to θ̂i, one changes the pro�le of reported types from say θ̄ to ˆ̄θ, and
this in turn changes the strategy that is activated from σn

θ̄
(·) to σnˆ̄θ (·). Thus, i

changing his report can have the e�ect of the mechanism changing j's action,
from σn

θ̄
(θj) to σnˆ̄θ (θj).

The reason our mechanism constructed according to (10) provides approxi-
mate dominant strategy incentives in large �nite markets, and exact incentives in
the limit, is that, by the continuity in strategies assumption, as emp[θ̄]−emp[ ˆ̄θ]
gets small the e�ect of a change from σn

θ̄
(·) to σnˆ̄θ (·) on i's utility gets small. As

the market gets larger, i's ability to a�ect the empirical distribution vanishes
to zero. Thus in a large market, for any �xed set of reports by i's opponents
θ̂−i, our mechanism will activate a strategy �close� to σn

(θi,θ̂−i)
(·) no matter how

i reports. Since θi is exactly a best response to θ̂−i if the strategy is �xed to
be exactly σn

(θi,θ̂−i)
(·), it is approximately a best response for i to tell the truth

when the strategy is always close to σn
(θi,θ̂−i)

(·), even though the strategy varies

slightly with i's own report. Since this argument holds for any θ̂−i, our mecha-
nism transforms exact complete-information Nash equilibria into a mechanism
that provides approximate dominant strategy incentives.

Note as well that, if agents tell the truth in �nite markets, this mechanism
produces outcomes that are identical to the outcomes under the NE of the
original mechanism. By contrast with BNE our mechanism only approximates
the �nite market outcomes (cf. how Theorem 4(2) is stronger than Theorem
2(2)).
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An Empirical Application A recent paper by Budish and Cantillon (2011)
applies the mechanism (10) empirically, in the context of course allocation at
Harvard Business School. The original mechanism (Φn)N is HBS's draft mecha-
nism, in which students take turns choosing courses one at a time over a series
of rounds. They call the constructed mechanism (Fn)N the �proxy draft�, to
denote that students submit their preferences to the mechanism, which then
acts as a strategic proxy on each student's behalf. They �nd evidence that the
proxy draft improves welfare relative to the original mechanism, in part because
it prevents strategic mistakes. That is, the �robustness� of dominant strategy
equilibria has a payo� in terms of welfare.

6 Discussion

A goal of this paper is to persuade market designers that strategyproofness for
�price takers� (SP (p)) is a useful desideratum for practice, especially in the
numerous problem contexts where strategyproof mechanisms are known to be
unattractive. Our main formal results in support of this argument are theorems
which suggest that, in a class of mechanisms, SP (p) is �free� in the limit relative
to other forms of incentive compatibility, and approximately free in large �nite
markets. We conclude the paper with a few informal arguments in support of
SP (p).

Empirical Evidence on Manip(p) and SP(p) Mechanisms There are
several empirical studies of mechanisms which are Manip(p) according to our
de�nition, and which have been shown to have important incentives problems
in practice. These include Jegadeesh (1993) and others on the 1991 pay-as-bid
auction scandals, Abdulkadiroglu et al (2006, 2009) on the Boston mechanism
for school choice, Budish and Cantillon (2011) on Harvard Business School's
course-allocation draft mechanism, Krishna and Unver (2008) and Budish (2010)
on the Bidding Points Auction, Edelman and Ostrovsky (2007) on pay-as-bid
keyword auctions, Cramton et al (2011) and Kim et al (2011) on a proposed
Medicare auction for durable equipment, Roth (2002) and others on non-stable
matching algorithms such as the priority match, and potentially others. By
contrast, to the best of our knowledge, there are no empirical examples of market
designs that are SP (p) but which have been shown to be harmfully manipulated
in large �nite markets.

To the extent that this pattern is indeed true, it suggests that perhaps the
relevant distinction for practice, in contexts with a large number of participants,
is not SP vs. non-SP , but rather SP (p) vs. Manip(p). Or, more conservatively,
SP vs. SP (p) vs. Manip(p).

Several Arguments for Strategyproof Design are also Arguments for
SP(p) Design In traditional mechanism design, incentives are viewed as a
constraint, not an objective. A number of recent papers in the market design
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literature have suggested, either formally or informally, that strategyproofness
be viewed as an explicit design objective.

One such argument is that strategyproof mechanisms are fair, in the sense
that they do not penalize participants who are strategically unsophisticated
(cf. Abdulkadiroglu et al, 2006; Pathak and Sonmez, 2008). Our Remark 3
suggests that an important class of SP (p) mechanisms are fair, in the sense
that agents who report their preferences truthfully are guaranteed to prefer
their allocation to any other agent's allocation. Sophisticated agents able to
�nd pro�table second-order manipulations may be able to improve their welfare
by misreporting, but even so unsophisticated agents who tell the truth will not
envy them.

Another such argument is that strategyproof mechanisms eliminate any un-
modeled costs of calculating an optimal response; e.g., Roth (2008) argues that
good markets are �su�ciently simple to participate in�. For any such cost ε > 0,
our Theorems 2 and 4 indicate that under our SP (p) mechanism, in a large
enough market, an agent is better o� simply telling the truth than incurring the
ε cost and then optimizing accordingly.

Last, Roth (2008) argues that good markets make it �safe to participate
straightforwardly�, as opposed to �engaging in costly and risky strategic be-
havior.� Though �safe� is never de�ned formally, some mechanisms that are
strategyproof are described as safe, as well as some other mechanisms, like de-
ferred acceptance, that are not strategyproof but that are SP (p). We propose
that SP (p) mechanisms, particularly those with a p-based representation and
hence envy-free for truth-tellers, are �safe� in the informal sense of Roth (2008).

Two Notes of Caution Our arguments above suggest that SP (p) may be
viewed as a kind of necessary condition for good design in large anonymous set-
tings. However we conclude with a note of caution about viewing it as su�cient.
Though a useful approximation in many markets of interest, the assumption of
price-taking behavior is never exactly correct. Even wheat farmers are atomic.

That said, we anticipate that market designers will often be faced with the
following choice: use a mechanism that is attractive under truthful play and
SP (p), but not strategyproof; or, use a mechanism that is less attractive under
truthful play but exactly strategyproof? Our paper also cautions against ignor-
ing the former in favor of the latter, which is what researchers do whenever they
limit attention to strategyproof mechanisms.
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A Omitted Proofs

Proof of Theorem 2. For ease of exposition �x arbitrary θi ∈ ∆Θ, n ∈ N, m ∈
∆Θ, but note that the analysis holds uniformly for any such values.

Step 1. Bound variation in expected utility under original mechanism (Φn)N
due to variation in σm(·).

We know that if i's n − 1 opponents draw their types iid according to m,
and then play the original mechanism Φn using strategy σnm(·), then i's Bayesian
best response is to play σnm(θi). That is, any other play σnm(θ̂i) generates weakly
less utility in expectation, or:

Eθ−i [uθi [Φ
n
i (σnm(θ̂i), σnm(θ−i))]]− Eθ−i [uθi [Φni (σnm(θi), σnm(θ−i))]] ≤ 0 (11)

The �rst step in our argument is to use equicontinuity of strategies to show
that (11) approximately holds if we replace σnm(·) everywhere with σnm̃(·), and
m̃ is �close� to m. Speci�cally, for any ε1 > 0, there exists a δ1 > 0 such that,
if |m̃−m|sup < δ1, then

|uθi [Φni (σnm(θi), σnm(θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σnm̃(θi), σnm̃(θ−i))]| < ε1 (12)

and

|uθi [Φni (σnm(θ̂i), σnm(θ−i))]− uθi [Φni (σnm̃(θ̂i), σnm̃(θ−i))]| < ε1 (13)

for any θ−i. Moreover, this constant δ1 is uniform over θi, n, m. Combining
equations (11)-(13) we have that, for any strategy pro�le m̃ satisfying |m̃ −
m|sup < δ1, any deviation from θi can generate at most 2ε1 more utility in
expectation:

Eθ−i [uθi [Φ
n
i (σnm̃(θ̂i), σnm̃(θ−i))]]− Eθ−i [uθi [Φni (σnm̃(θi), σnm̃(θ−i))]] < 2ε1. (14)

We will argue below that such strategy pro�les m̃ are likely under our mech-
anism.

Step 2. Bound variation in realized utility under new mechanism (Fn)N due to
variation in θ−i.

Recall that our new mechanism (Fn)N is constructed from the original mech-
anism (Φn)N according to

Fni (θi, θ−i) = Φni (σemp[θ](θi), σemp[θ](θ−i)).

Our analysis from Step 1 concerned variation in i's expected utility due to
variation in what strategy σemp[θ](·) is �activated�. The present step concerns
variation in i's realized utility due to variation in what pro�le θ−i is realized.
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By equicontinuity of reports and strategies, there exists a region of θ−i near
emp[θ−i] = m where the payo� to reporting θi varies very little with θ−i. Specif-
ically, for any ε2 > 0, there exists a δ2 > 0 such that, if |emp[θ1

−i]−m|sup < δ2
2

and |emp[θ2
−i]−m|sup < δ2

2 , and hence |emp[θ1
−i]− emp[θ2

−i]|sup < δ2, then

|uθi [Φni (σemp[θi,θ1−i](θi), σemp[θi,θ1−i](θ
1
−i))]−

uθi [Φ
n
i (σemp[θi,θ2−i](θi), σemp[θi,θ2−i](θ

2
−i))]| < ε2 (15)

As the constant δ2 is uniform over θi, n, m, the same holds for any potential
deviation strategy θ̂i. Speci�cally,

|uθi [Φni (σemp[θ̂i,θ1−i](θ̂i), σemp[θ̂i,θ1−i](θ
1
−i))]−

uθi [Φ
n
i (σemp[θ̂i,θ2−i](θ̂i), σemp[θ̂i,θ2−i](θ

2
−i))]| < ε2 (16)

Hence, within this region, the di�erence between the realized utility from
playing θi (θ̂i) and the expected utility from playing θi (θ̂i) is at most ε2 as well.
Speci�cally, conditioning on θ−i s.t. |emp[θ−i]−m| < δ2

2 , we have :

uθi [Φ
n
i (σn

emp[θ̂i,θ−i]
(θ̂i), σnemp[θ̂i,θ−i](θ−i))]]−Eθ−i [uθi [Φ

n
i (σn

emp[θ̂i,θ−i]
(θ̂i), σnemp[θ̂i,θ−i](θ−i))]] < ε2

(17)
and

Eθ−i [uθi [Φ
n
i (σnemp[θi,θ−i](θi), σ

n
emp[θi,θ−i]

(θ−i))]]−uθi [Φni (σnemp[θi,θ−i](θi), σ
n
emp[θi,θ−i]

(θ−i))]] < ε2
(18)

In words, (17) says that the realized payo� from playing θ̂i goes up by at
most ε2 relative to the expected payo�, conditional on being in the region of θ−i
where |emp[θ−i] −m|sup < δ2

2 . The next equation (18) says that the realized
payo� from playing θi goes down by at most ε2 relative to the expected payo�.

Step 3. Combine the bounds from Steps 1 and 2 to get an overall bound on the
gain from misreporting, for a region of θ−i.

If we condition as well on |emp[θi, θ−i]−m| < δ1 and |emp[θ̂i, θ−i]−m| < δ1,
then we can combine (17), (18) and (14) to obtain the following bound on the
di�erence in realized utilities:

uθi [Φ
n
i (σn

emp[θ̂i,θ−i]
(θ̂i), σnemp[θ̂i,θ−i](θ−i))]]−uθi [Φ

n
i (σnemp[θi,θ−i](θi), σ

n
emp[θi,θ−i]

(θ−i))]] < 2ε1+2ε2

Hence, by the construction of our new mechanism,

uθi [F
n
i (θ̂i, θ−i)]− uθi [Fni (θi, θ−i)] < 2ε1 + 2ε2 (19)

for all realizations of θ−i satisfying:

1. |emp(θ′i, θ−i)−m|sup < δ1 for all θ′i ∈ Θ

2. |emp[θ−i]−m|sup < δ2
2
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with δ1 and δ2 constants that are uniform over n, m.

Step 4. Bound the probability with which θ−i is in the appropriate region.

Hence, we can limit i's gain from misreporting to ε ≡ 2ε1 + 2ε2 > 0, with
probability of at least the probability that events (1) and (2) occur given that
θ−i is drawn iid according to m. By Kalai's Lemma 5, the probability that (1) is
not satis�ed is less than 2|Θ|e−2[(nδ1−1)/(n−1)]2(n−1) and by Kalai's Lemma 4 the

probability that (2) is not satis�ed is less than 2|Θ|e−2(
δ2
2 )2(n−1). Suppose that

2|Θ|e−2(
δ2
2 )2(n−1) > 2|Θ|e−2[(nδ1−1)/(n−1)]2(n−1), the reverse case being similar

in what follows. Then 4|Θ|e−2(
δ2
2 )2(n−1) is a weak upper bound on the prob-

ability that either (1) or (2) is not satis�ed, so setting α = 4|Θ|e2(
δ2
2 )2 and

β = e−2(
δ2
2 )2 completes the argument that (Φ̄n)N is (ε, αβn)-strategyproof, as

required by part (1) of the Theorem statement.

Step 5. Complete the proof by showing that the analysis implies that (Fn)N is
close to (Φn)N in utility terms as well.

The last step in the proof is to show that, for all θi, and for θ−i drawn iid ac-
cording to the true prior µ, we have Pr[uθi [F

n
i (θi, θ−i)]−uθi [Φni (σnµ(θi), σnµ(θ−i))] >

ε] < αβn. Rewrite the bracketed expression as

uθi [Φ
n
i (σnemp(θ)(θi), σ

n
emp(θ)(θ−i))]− uθi [Φ

n
i (σnµ(θi), σnµ(θ−i))] (20)

By equicontinuity in strategies, there exists δ > 0 such that (20) is less than
ε whenever |emp(θ) − µ|sup < ε. We can use the same δ1 as in Step 1, hence
(20) is less than ε1 < ε whenever event (i) in Step 3 occurs for m = µ. By Step
4 this occurs with probability of at least 1− αβn.
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